YOU CAN'T SAVE THE WORLD ALONE

RESISTANCE, FASTER BIKE. BUT NOT FAST ENOUGH. YET. ON MY SHIRT 1 TIME, PEOPLE. 1 TIME! THEY DIED WHEN I WAS 3. REMEMBER? 1 PAIR LASTS ME 4 DAYS. ON A SCALE OF 1 TO 10, HOW WOULD YOU RATE YOUR PAIN? SUPER-HEATED TO 500 KELVIN, AND... TA-DA!

STAR
ELEPHANT CAT DOLPHIN
COTTON CANDY NOUGAT
RAW NERVE
TEARDROP
BROCCOLI
BRICK
Phase 1: Chaney
Phase 2: Karloff
Phase 3: Lugosi

1. Resistance, faster bike, but not fast enough. On my shirt 1 time, people. 1 time! They died when I was 3, remember?

2. A pair lasts me 4 days. On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate your pain? Superheated to 500 Kelvin, and...

3. Ta-da!

   BALLS OF ICE THAT TURN INTO CRYSTALS THEN SHATTER WHEN BLOWN

   CLUSTER OF FALLING SNOW SUDDENLY STOPS IN PLACE, THEN THE CAMERA SHATTERS

   GIANT BLUE-GLOWING FIREBALLS THAT EMANATE RED FIRE

   RING OF FLAMING SWORDS THAT SKEWER THE ENEMY

   TRIANGULAR SIGIL APPEARS, THEN A METEOR STRIKES ITS CENTER

   POET MONROE

   LANCHESTER

   NURMI

   POE

   Resis-
BALLS OF ICE THAT TURN INTO CRYSTALS THEN SHATTER WHEN BLOWN
CLUSTER OF GLOWING STARS THAT THROW LIGHTNING BOLTS
FALLING SNOW SUDDENLY STOPS IN PLACE, THEN THE CAMERA SHATTERS
GIANT BLUE-GLOWING FIREBALLS THAT EMANATE RED FIRE
RING OF FLAMING SWORDS THAT SKEWER THE ENEMY
TRIANGULAR SIGIL APPEARS, THEN A METEOR STRIKES ITS CENTER